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Rylstone Spring Camp Please Friday 12th to Sunday 14th September

The Rylstone experience is something very dear to my heart and
also an important part of the Joe’s Boxing experience which allows me to get to know students away from the distractions of the
city . I understand some people can’t but I would like everyone to
have done this training camp once on their black shirt journey.
There is some boxing done including one-on-one session with me
for everyone who attends. There are also some fun activities such
as archery, golf off the top of a cliff, a small amount of rock climbing plus bushwalking , open fire, tractor driving and much more.
The $25 covers food as well and if we have numbers we can car
pool. I will be leaving Friday night and can take up to three people
with me. Its about 3.5 hour from Sydney and GPS works plus I
have comprehensive instructions on how to get there. You don’t
need to bring much, your boxing gear, training clothes and some
warm clothes if the weather turn nasty plus maybe a sleeping bag
but there is extra stuff there so don’t panic if you forget something.
The most important thing is to let me know you are coming and
either if you need transport or if you can take some one else. I will
email all the instruction as well. Classes will be on in Five Dock as
normal on Saturday 13th September.

Coming Up
Friday 12th to Sunday 14th
Rylstone September Spring Camp
$25
Novice State Titles Friday 26th
to Sunday 28th September.
Yoga Classes starting Saturday
11th October from 7am
Grey to Rd shirt promotion Monday 27th October @ 7pm
Joe’s Boxing Annual Fight
Night and Black Shirt Graduation Saturday 15th November
from 7pm

Joe’s boxing Sydney www.joesboxing.com.au ph 0418 217 244

Yoga
by Rossella

From Saturday 11th October 7am
Open to members and non members cost $15 per class Package
of 10 including equipment $149

On the weekend of the 16rth & 17th August 10 Joe’s Boxing Students took advantage of the opportunity to train with National and Olympic Coach
Don Abbnett . Don, fresh from success at the Glasgow commonwealth games where Australia won 2 gold's & a silver medals, took an awesome two days of
skills and sparring which left some very tired but happy Joe’s Boxers. Don was equally happy to spend time with competitors and non-competitors alike.
“Looking back on my two days experience of participating at Don's Boxing Camp the first thing that I recall is
the eagerness I felt initially, of wanting to learn, observe and then the urge to apply what I had retained into
practice. This experience and his teaching reminded me of the importance of basics/foundations and precision/attention to details. We started working on footwork and the attention was on moving into space ( forward,
back, side to side, switches) maintaining the correct distance between the feet and the correct posture. The
repetition of the foot work allowed me to focus on precision and centering. What I really enjoyed about Don's
teaching was how everything kind of flowed. As we moved from practicing foot work and simple combos into
circuit, bags and sparring I felt how each session provided me with the tools needed next. I also enjoyed very
much observing talented and passionate young boys in action and Don was there for them ready to motivate
and nurture their passion. In boxing , especially on a competitive scale, the balance between physical, mental,
and emotional strength is essential and to me boxing is a sport that allows us to develop inner calm and inner
strength. I cant wait to have again the opportunity to do a boxing camp with Don!! “ - Rossella M

Fight Night has been set down Saturday 15th November from 7pm. Preference is given to Red
Shirts who upon completion of their 3 x 2 minute round contest graduate to black shirt. However there may be opportunity, if a red shirt needs an opponent to match with ,for others blue or
grey shirt to step up . Only red shirts can get a black shirt though but it is great experience for
anyone who does it and sets you up nicely when you do it for your black shirt. So please let me
know if you are keen I will be contacting all red shirts anyway and also there is one more chance
to get your red shirt on Monday 27th October at 7pm. So please let me know! From Monday 15th
September at 8pm we will be starting fight night preparation both fitness and sparring . This
will be the most exhausting thing you have ever done so make sure you prepare well.

